Face Mount Jamb

In-Between Jamb Mount

Rough Masonry Opening

Reverse Water Force

Water Force Positive

Multi-Sectional: (over 120"

Dry-Side Support

Wet-Side Support

Jamb Mounting Surface:

CMU

CIP

Surface Mounted Plate

HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED:

Embedded

No Sill Requested

Face Mount Jamb

In-Between Jamb Mount

Jamb Finish:

Aluminum Mill Finish (STD)

Powder Coat (See Colors Below)

Bronze

White

Gray

Silver

Gloss Black

Water Force:

Positive Pressure

Reverse Pressure

*Reverse pressure has limitations and is subject to engineering review

Notes:

Lockable Jamb Cover Included.

Large Openings: For openings larger than 120" the number of spans/supports must be engineered by PS Industries Incorporated.

Custom Drawings for Approval:

If "NO" Approval Drawings are requested, the Name of the person "Declining" approval drawings must be shown below.

Yes

No

Name

Date

Product specifications, options, and availability subject to change with notice.

The top left diagram is for illustration and shows both Face Mount Jamb and In-Between Jamb Mounts. Although you can choose both jamb options, the Face Mount Jamb is most common.